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 Resources for a strong 
semester finish… 

From January 4, 2021 through 
January 21, 2021 SPCPA will be 
providing half-day guided study 
hall sessions for students who 
are currently not passing two or 
more classes. The sessions will be 
held from 8:00 AM - 11:30 AM 

and from 12:00 PM - 3:30 PM.  

These sessions are not designed for 
social interaction amongst 
students. They are offered as a 
monitored, structured and quiet 
work space with access to 
Chromebooks and reliable 
internet. Students attending the 
sessions will be required to adhere 
to strict social distancing and 
remain masked at all times. 
Students with transportation issues 

who attend a session but cannot 
return home immediately after 
will be given a designated space to 
wait until transportation arrives.  

SPCPA will be utilizing the School 
Store in Infinite Campus as a way 
for students to sign up for a "seat" 
in the guided study hall. Due to 
staff availability a limit of 30 
students has been set for each of 
the sessions, and students are 
only allowed to attend one session 

per day. Session registration will 
open on a weekly basis 
with January 4 - January 8 sessions 
becoming available today.  

Please log in to your Infinite 
Campus account to register and 
look for the "Guided Study Hall 
Options" category in the School 
Store.  

 

A Mad Libs Exercise… 

Just a few months ago, the veteran American _(actor, dancer, 

musician, etc)_ _ (your name)_ seemed to be facing _(Preferred 

Pronoun)_ own version of pandemic misery. _(PP)_ had failed 

to qualify for __(major career distinction)___, dropping out of 

_(PP)_ last two _(creative events)_. Now everything was 

canceled, and _(PP)_ was caring for _(non-career 

commitments)_ at home. _(PP)_ was _(number)_, an age when 

many elite _(actor, dancer, musician, etc)_ careers start winding 

down. 

Would _(PP)_ get another chance to prove _(PP)_self? 

As it turned out, _(PP)_ created one. On _(date)_ _(your name)_ 

_(acted, danced, sang, played, showed, etc)_ the second-best 

ever for an American in _(what)_.  It was more than just a hard-

fought victory. This year _(PP)_ has become a powerful 

example of how resilience — built from pushing through 

years, even decades, of setbacks — can reap unexpected 

rewards. 

Especially this year. 

Our culture embraces stories about winners, but _(your name 

‘s)_ story hasn’t been so simple. _(PP)_ spent most of _(PP)_ 

career outside of the spotlight — always excellent but rarely 

the best. In _(PP)_ _(career)_, success is often measured by 

making the _(name award/venue)_ ; _(your name)_ never has. 

_(PP)_ spent much of _(PP)_ career in the shadow of _(name 

someone in your field you admire)_. 

Through it all, _(PP)_ was always out training: steadily, quietly, 

unglamorously. It was unclear whether the work would ever 

pay off. But 2020 is perfect for people who have learned how 

to be scrappy. Right now, the ability to grind is a 

superpower in itself. And _(your name)_ is used to striving 

without guarantees.  

 

“My whole career has been learning how to say: ‘OK, I just 

missed out on what I wanted so badly. What opportunities 

do I still have?’” _(your name)_ said in an interview this week. 

“In the pandemic, it was the same.  I had to think:  ‘I know  
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what I can’t do. But what is still on the table?’ It wound up leading to some of the best training in my life.” 

I learned that who makes history is complicated — but there are other ways to find satisfaction. Watching _(your 

name)_ keep pushing was so exciting, even if it was mostly for _(PP)_self. Seeing _(PP)_ finally succeed more than 

two decades later, in the pandemic, through a dogged and sometimes thankless career, has felt like a catharsis, 

vicariously at least. 

It’s not to say that we all should go out and perform in the middle of a pandemic. (I certainly haven’t). This is not 

just _(your name)_’s passion; it’s _(PP)_ job. But _(PP)_ success made me hope that the rest of us might also still 

have something to look forward to. 

It made me wonder if in some ways there could be a long-term benefit to losing. Nobody likes it, but not getting 

what you want, for decades, could help you find other, more creative reasons to keep showing up. Reasons 

that are less about outside rewards and more about yourself. 

Working outside the spotlight of success lets you experiment and try things differently, too. In _(your 

name)_’s case, _(PP)_ trains alone, swapping in new challenging _(goals, pieces, practices, projects, styles, 

collaborations, etc)_ for those that have become too familiar. And _(PP)_ successfully integrated other parts of 

_(PP)_ life into _(PP)_ career such as: _(list other life goals unrelated to your art)_. 

“We can be an instant-gratification culture, but I’ve had to cultivate a long-term approach to my career,” _(your 

name)_ said. “I figured as long as I could keep working on my craft, chipping away, finding joy in the 

mundane, then that had to be enough.” 

When everything else is hard, and we’re balancing so much, and we’re still going somehow — why not just shoot 

for the most audacious thing you can come up with? The worst thing that could happen couldn’t be much 

harder than where we are. And if this year has taught us anything, it is that we may not have more time.  

After _(your name)_ lost what was probably _(PP)_ last chance to make _(Broadway, Carnegie Hall/Kennedy Center, 

Oscars, Emmy, Tony, Grammy, Billboard  recognition, name company/orchestra, etc)_, _(PP)_ went back to _(PP)_ 

bathroom mirror, where _(PP)_ had written “_(previous goal)_” and replaced it with an even harder goal: “_(name an 

even more audacious dream)_.” 

And then _(PP)_ got to work. At first, all _(PP)_ could do in lockdown was _(list most basic steps)_. Then _(PP)_ 

_(uploaded a video, created a piece, performed collaboratively/remotely, created a new pathway toward PP goal, 

etc)_. Last weekend, _(PP)_ sought to be the best in American history.  _(PP)_ face was strained, an expression of 

pure effort.  I realized how much I missed seeing performing on a public stage like that: unabashedly 

ambitious. No matter your speed and regardless of your gender, there’s something universal and authentic 

about the look of determination when you’re trying your best. You can’t fake it. 

In the end, _(your name)_ didn’t have _(PP)_ fairy tale ending. _(PP)_ didn’t hit _(PP)_ goal, but _(PP)_ _(work, 

creation, effort, etc)_ was far better than a year ago, before the world shut down. “The pandemic drew something 

out of me I didn’t know I had,” _(your name)_ said. “At times I felt sorry for myself. But if there’s anything I learned 

this year; any opportunity is something to be grateful for. Take it while you can.” 

 

 

   


